
DYNAMICS GP 
EXPERTS

CONSULTANTS

UNLEASH THE FULL POWER OF 
DYNAMICS GP WITH BHC GROUP!

YOUR ALL-IN-ONE
SOLUTION

BHC Group is your one-stop solution for Microsoft Dynamics GP.
We handle everything from seamless implementation and
server migration to customization, integration, and expert
training. Our dedicated team ensures ongoing support and
maintenance, keeping your system running at its best. Upgrades
are made simple, and we stay ahead with third-party solutions
for enhanced functionality. 

EMPOWER
SUCCESS

Why settle when you can excel? At BHC Group, we don't just
provide support; we empower you to harness the full
potential of Microsoft Dynamics GP. Elevate your operations,
streamline your processes, and propel your business towards
unparalleled success. 

WE’VE GOT YOU 
COVERED

When it comes to Microsoft Dynamics GP, BHC Group stands out
as the powerhouse of expertise you need for unparalleled
support. With a collective experience of over 100 years in GP
resourcing, we are not just consultants; we are your dedicated
partners in achieving efficiency and professionalism.



We pride ourselves on offering a comprehensive suite of
services for Microsoft Dynamics GP, ensuring that your
experience is seamless and optimized for success. 

Full-end-to-end Implementations
Picture a Dynamics GP system tailored precisely
to your business needs. Our end-to-end
implementations guarantee a seamless and
personalized setup, reflecting the unique
requirements of your operations.

Software Version Upgrades
With our precision software version upgrades,
stay ahead in the technological landscape. We
ensure your system has the latest features and
improvements, keeping you at the forefront of
innovation.

Post-Implementation Support
Our commitment doesn't end with
implementation. We extend ongoing
support, providing the assistance needed to
ensure your Dynamics GP system thrives in
its operational environment.

Payroll Tax Table Updates
Managing payroll intricacies becomes
effortless with us. We seamlessly update
tax tables, ensuring accurate and compliant
payroll processing for your peace of mind.

System and Security Administration
Trust our experts to handle system and security
administration. We create a secure and efficient
operational environment for your Dynamics GP,
safeguarding your valuable data.

Reporting and Queries
Dive into the power of data with our reporting
and query services. Our customized solutions
extract meaningful insights, providing the
information necessary for informed and
strategic decision-making.

Custom Reporting
Tailor reports to your business's unique needs.
Our customized reporting solutions provide the
most important insights, facilitating precise and
data-driven decision-making.

System Training 
Empower your team with confidence
through our comprehensive training. We
ensure your users are proficient, enhancing
overall system usability.

Custom Integrations
Seamlessly integrate Dynamics GP with your
existing systems. Our solutions enhance
efficiency and workflow, ensuring a cohesive
and streamlined business operation.

Software Support
Experience unmatched support with us. We
address concerns promptly and effectively,
ensuring your Dynamics GP system runs
smoothly minimizing disruptions to your
operations.

Server Migration
Our expert migration services make
transitioning servers effortless. We ensure
a smooth and efficient transfer of data and
operations, minimizing downtime.

Deployment of many ISV products
Explore enhanced functionality seamlessly
with the deployment of various Independent
Software Vendor (ISV) products. Tailored to
meet your specific business requirements,
these solutions amplify the capabilities of
your Dynamics GP system.
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